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The gods are gone. Her brother is missing. One retired assassin must confront her past to save his

futureâ€¦Immortal Kat Dubois has traded in her sword for a flask. Hard drinking helps ease the grisly

memories of her former trade: an assassin of immortals. Sheâ€™s perfectly content to spend

eternity in her Seattle tattoo parlorâ€¦until the mysterious disappearance of her brother finally brings

her out of retirement.With a charmed deck of tarot cards and her trusty sword, Kat sets off to track

down her brother and save his soul. A wicked corporation and a laundry list of old rivals stand in the

way of her quest. For someone with an eternity to live, Kat's chances of unraveling the mystery

become less likely with each passing secondâ€¦Ink Witch is the first book in a new standalone series

of urban fantasy novels set in the Echo Trilogy universe. If you like gritty paranormal settings,

Egyptian mythology, and flawed characters, then you'll love Lindsey Fairleigh's fast-paced

adventure. Buy Ink Witch to get marked with a spellbinding story today!MORE BOOKS IN THE

ECHO WORLD:ECHO TRILOGYEcho in TimeResonance (an Echo Trilogy novella)Time

AnomalyDissonance (an Echo Trilogy novella)Ricochet Through TimeKAT DUBOIS

CHRONICLESInk WitchOutcastUndergroundSoul Eater (coming soon!)
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This was a bought on a whim purchase and I'm glad I did. This book has depth and action a plenty

and a leading lady (Kat) with attitude and perhaps a soft (ish) heart.The world created by the author

brings in ideas from across the pantheon of immortal beings, but there is a firm base in the mythos

of Egypt - though it's not overwhelming. The characters have a back story, but its not all laid out on

page one, you learn about the characters as the storyline develops, which is something I really

like.There were a couple of minor irritations for me mostly around repetition, which as a fast reader

always niggles but really it didn't detract from the story. I'm looking forward to the next book

I loved the Inkwitch, now we can get into learning more about Kat Dubois and her abilities. Then

bringing back our favorite characters from the Echo Series and expanding their stories ...their

lives...hopes and concerns. Your writing as always transport me to another time and place.......

Very good story. I have not read the series that introduced this character but did not feel a lack of

knowledge. I did read this in one evening, so it kept my interest. Not sure if I will continue with this

series, but I really did enjoy this book.

"Ink Witch" is book 1 of the Kat Dubois Chronicles and it does not disappoint! It is full of surprises,

suspenseful, and fast paced with very well developed characters. This series is born from the "Echo

Trilogy" series which is also a terrific read and really sets the stage for this chronicle.Kat's story,

which began in the Echo Trilogy series, is so raw and sad at times and it is no wonder that she has

become the edgy, troubled and hard-living immortal being that she is now...trying to hide from her

past, always haunted by terrible memories...another excellent book by Lindsey Fairleigh!

Nice original paranormal. Great protagonist, worldbuilding. Did not know this was a "spinoff" of a

previous trilogy, which explained the backstory that was talked about a few times. Excellent story,

bought the 2nd one after I finished this in one sitting.

A strong female main character who realizes that she needs her family and friends. Plenty of sexual

tension between Kat and Nik but nothing too overt. I like reading about encounters but hate it when

the female lead turns weak and out of character because of a man. Fyi, this book wad free but I've



already bought the next one and plan to keep on buying. So happy I discoveted a great (new to me)

writer!

I got this book for free after seeing it on a free book alert. I did not know the author or the series, but

I love strong female leads (this one is Katherine "Kat" Dubois AKA "The Ink Witch" and paranormal

stories ( This one has aspects of Egyptian Gods to it) . This one was a good read and a good lead

into the series.

This was an entertaining, quick read. The author's premise about how the main character could

access her supernatural powers was very clever. Be warned, the author leaves you hanging, so you

will need to purchase Book 2 if you want to find out what happens next. There are several plot

elements that were not resolved.
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